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Since September 2018 the CCP team has completed a total 

of 14,162 screenings between 10,237 beneficiaries; 759 of 

those are categorized as High Risk (2+ ED visits in the 

past year with 1+ social need) and qualify for the CCP 

Navigation Program. Upon qualification, CCP Navigators 

continue to conduct follow-up phone calls and provide a 

year of oversite until needs are fully met. Our model to 

date report indicated a total of 1,563 individual High-Risk 

referrals were created for our community service partners. 

Continued Collaboration 

The CCP team has begun screening eligible patients at 

BCHC on 2nd Street. With the help of their staff, the CCP 

can now capture patients in a clinical environment outside 

of Tower Health. We plan to begin at Oakbrook this month 

and hope to go-live with all 4 BCHC sites by April 2019. 

In the meantime, the CCP team is still working to expand 

clinical and community partnerships to be a part of this 

initiative so that we can reach CMS-projected milestones. 

Noteworthy Success 

A distressed single-mother of 3 brought her 5-year-old son 

in for another ED visit this year, totaling his number to 17 

repetitive visits since birth. The mother also reports she 

routinely visits the ED for issues related to chronic illness, 

smoking, and obesity. The CCP screening revealed a harsh 

living environment that may relate to their repetitive ED 

visits. Upon receiving threats to shut-off utility services, 

she describes multiple household issues; water leaks, 

mold, deteriorating ceilings, lead paint and pipes, and no 

working smoke detectors due to an incompliant landlord. 

The family has relied on portable heaters and a stove for 

warmth. While each family member has a PCP on record, 

they are using the ED at a cost of $64,369 since 2013.  

The CCP connected the family with multiple community 

organizations including Reading Hospital’s inhouse Mid-

Penn Legal Services (MPLS) attorney to assist with 

landlord/tenant issues. MPLS met her in court after she 

received a Notice to Quit from the landlord who wanted 

thousands in rent and utilities. MPLS helped dismiss the 

charges and received approval for the family to find a new 

home. After connecting with Centro Hispano, the patient 

reports having already received LIHEAP benefits and 

additional funds to help pay bills. BCAP also assisted with 

a Housing Application and connected the family to The 

Rudden Family Foundation to furnish their new home.  

Today the family reports having resolved most needs as 

they now happily reside in a newly furnished apartment. 

The mother recently shared her son’s favorite everyday 

proclamation: “We’re home, Mom!” with CCP Navigator, 

Susan Rhoads. Additionally, their health and respiratory 

issues have significantly improved since the transition and 

her recent cut-back on smoking.  She plans to quit entirely 

with the help of a few smoking-cessation courses recently 

mailed to her address from the CCP. This was all made 

possible with the conjoined help of dedicated clinical and 

community teams devoted to making a difference in our 

community’s overall health and wellness.  

 Upcoming for March: 

• Consortium Meeting March 11th 

 

“We’re Home, Mom.” 
-  5-Year-Old RH Patient Community Connection Project 


